CLP Podcast 461 7-27-21
Intro:
• review of Lodge
• Hustler Live commentary
• Mention Discus ..
• survivor pool gauge interest
5:10 -- Crypto taxation strategy
no wash sale events in crypto. Bart discusses a winning tax strategy that
will save you money.
https://apple.news/AidsFYoRcSTelcPeuZKa7Cw
10:22-- Email questions
1. 100bbs questions about building a bankroll, 3 bet theory when short
vs a loose table, flat calling ranges etc.
2. Question about preflop raise size and what is the sweet spot to get
called when playing at a loose table with value hands?

23:13 --Small Stakes Guide 1-3
1. More thin value
• CLP Podcast 84-87 Extreme value series
• Betting when one liners come with hands that unblock top pair
• Value betting concept on the river of wanting to be in the 60-65% range of having
the best hand when called, NOT 90%
Example 1: $1-$3 game w $600eff. UTG limp. Hero raises to $20 with Ac Ah CO , limper
calls. FLOP: Ks 6d 2h .. x bet $20, call. TURN: 5d x $65, call. RIVER: 4c x Hero bets $200
call with a K always!
• Sometimes thin value with 2nd pair.
• Exploitabley sizing down to target 2nd pair on the board

Example 2: $2-$5 game $900eff. We raise CO Ts Tc to $20, BB calls. FLOP: Jd 3c 9c.
x/$20, call. TURN: 2s x/x RIVER: 6h or Js x We value bet $35-$50. TT on a J high board
• Don't check back in position suit in a hand is valuable
Example 3: We raise $25 over the top of two limps btn w Kd Kc $1-$3 game $500 eff. +1
and HJ call. FLOP: Qc 2c 9d x/x $50, +1 calls/fold. TURN: 3h x/$125 call. RIVER: 5c x we
bet $200-$250 for value with Kc.
2. Noticing sizing tells 43:00
• preflop sizing tells several limpers and a raise that is a standard open without
limpers can be attacked 3 betting polar vs this set up
• concept of same bet
Example 4: We raise Ks Kh $1-$3 $600 effective to $15 from MP1 and SB calls. FLOP: Js
5s 4c x we $20 check raise to $60, Hero calls. Turn 9h SB bets less $60 or less we can
raise or call and followed by a check on the river value bet.
Example 5: We raise Ks Kd $20 UTG, CO calls. $1-$3 $600 effective. FLOP: Qd 9d 2c We
bet $25 CO raises us to $80, we call. Turn 3s Hero checks and CO either checks back or
uses same sizing or less again on turn.. Could lead to an upfront bet or if checked back
easy value bet at the end.
• upfront betting CLPodcast 206 "Upfront betting" at 17:28 and 29:50 extrapolating
from bet sizing of your opponent when they are in position that leads to a check
call lead on blank or a check raise on the turn very thinly.
3. Double barreling more vs weak ranges 53:10
• Because a high VPIPing player has weak holdings they will connect with a lot of
not so strong hands on a fair amount of boards.
Example 6: We raise As Qs to $20 +1 and HJ calls. FLOP: Ks 8h 4c Hero bets $25, call.
Turn is Js (best) , Ts, Jx or Tx sometimes even top pair! (live myth players dont
understand combo wise
Example 7: Dynamic board of 923 with AKss multiple barrels on overcards
• concept of delay double barreling.. You can sometimes wait until the river in or
out of position to dbl barrel and risk less...

Example 8: We raise CO with Qs Jc and BB calls. FLOP is 8c 3h 3d .. X/ Bet $15 call.
TURN: Kc x/x river Ts .. x and now we bet!
Example 9: We raise Ad Jd from UTG. LJ calls. FLOP: 9h 5d 5s we bet $15 call. Turn Kc
x/x River: Qs we bet and they fold vs a high VPIPER.

